APPLICATION FOR AMAZON EXPEDITION IMMERSION EXPERIENCE
21 NOVEMBER – 7 DECEMBER 2020

Welcome to the Amazon Expedition Application process!
I am so pleased to offer you this incredible opportunity to experience an authentic Shamanic
Immersion in the Peruvian Amazon.
Please be aware that the Amazon Expedition is a very focused and intense shamanic initiation in
an environment that can present challenges. Once in the jungle, we will be living in a basic village
camp, without power or mobile reception and an entire day’s boat ride away from any medical
facilities or town assistance.
Once we have embarked on this journey into the Amazon Rainforest, there will be no turning
back for any reason other than in the most severe emergencies. For this reason, all participants
will be interviewed to ensure their readiness for an adventure of this magnitude.
I am looking for spiritually awake, physically fit, healthy and strong individuals who are without
significant medical conditions and who are emotionally, mentally and spiritually prepared to
engage in deep personal process in a group environment.
Your total investment for the Amazon Expedition is US$2,200 all-inclusive for 15 days; a
significant portion of which will be supporting Casa Shipiba and our hosts in San Jose village.
This fee includes two nights shared accommodation in Iquitos but does not include flights and
any other hotels, taxis or food prior to your boat departure on the Amazon.
Once your application is accepted, a US$900 deposit is due. If you should cancel after payment is
made, refunds are only possible when the expedition is full and another person fills your position.
The Amazon Expedition is limited to 15 participants.
Final payments must be finalised by the 1ST JULY 2020.
Please do not book your airfares until we advise you that the group numbers are confirmed

APPLICATION FOR AMAZON EXPEDITION IMMERSION EXPERIENCE
21 NOVEMBER – 7 DECEMBER 2020

NAME:
DATE OF BIRTH:
ADDRESS:
EMAIL:
PHONE:
SKYPE:

GENERAL:
1. Please list your reasons why you are interested in joining this expedition. (ie: your intentions,
any healing or transformation)
2. Have you participated in any teachings or healings with Misha Hoo?
3. Have you participated in any Shamanic teachings or healings elsewhere?
4. Have you travelled in Central or South America before? If not, please indicate if you have
travelled overseas from your home country and where?
5. Do you speak Spanish?
6. Are you vegetarian or vegan?

MEDICAL:
7. Please summarize your medical history.
8. What is your current state of health and any current issues?
9. What medical prescriptions are you currently taking or have taken over the last 12 months?
(if any)

10. Have you taken any anti-depressants in the last 12 months?
11. What health supplements are you currently taking?
12. Please list any serious allergies and body sensitivities.
13. Have you ever had any episodes of depression, psychosis or psychiatric care?
14. Do you regularly use any non-prescription drugs or other substances such as marijuana?
15. Do you smoke tobacco?

SPIRITUAL PATH:
16. Briefly describe your current spiritual or religious focus.
17. Have you ever participated in an Ayahuasca ceremony, if yes, where and how many times?
18. Please describe your experiences with any other plant medicines or psycho-active
substances.
19. Are you comfortable discussing personal issues in a group environment?
20. Are you comfortable following the directives and advice from the Expedition facilitators?
21. Would you describe yourself as emotionally mature, honest, and self-responsible?

ANY OTHER COMMENTS:

Please submit this Application Form to: amazon@mishahoo.com
Please attach a head and shoulders photo of yourself to the Application email.

Thank you for your interest and I will be in touch shortly!

